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FIBREWISE HOMOTOPY IN THE FIBREWISE CATEGORY MAP
TAKUO MIWA
1. JNTRODUCTION
For a base space $B$ , the category $\mathrm{T}\mathrm{O}\mathrm{P}_{B}$ is the fibrewise topology over
$B$ . For Fibrewise Homotopy in TOP#, see $[6],[2]$ . For General Topology of
Continuous Maps or Fibrewise General Topology, see B.A.Pasynkov[9] , [10] .
In [1], D. Buhagiar studied fibrewise topology in the category of all con-
tinuous maps, called MAP by him (as a way of thinking of a category,
MAP can be seen in earlier works, see for example [12],[5] $)$ . The study
of fibrewise topology in MAP is a generalization of it in the category
$\mathrm{T}\mathrm{O}\mathrm{P}_{B}$ . For the merit of treating in MAP, we clarify that in treating
fibrewise homotopy and fibrewise pointed homotopy, we can freely consider
$I$ $\cross B$ as base spaces, and therefore need not consider some complicated
procedures:(I $\cross B$ ) $\cross_{B}X=I$ $\cross X$ and the reduced fibrewise cylinder $I$ $\cross X$
for constructing sections, and also we need not to consider any generalized
concept of fibrewise non-degenerate spaces [6; section 22], and we can give
a simple proof of the generalized formula for the suspension of fibrewise
product spaces.
Main purpose of this paper is that we give some definitions, propositions
and theorems in [4] and [7].
The objects of MAP are continuous maps from any topological space
into any topological space. For two objects $p:Xarrow B$ and $p’$ : $X’arrow B’$ , a
morphism from $p$ into $p’$ is a pair $(\phi, \alpha)$ of continuous maps $\phi$ : $Xarrow X’$ , $\alpha$ :





is commutative. We note that this situation is a generalization of the cate-
gory $\mathrm{T}\mathrm{O}\mathrm{P}_{B}$ since the category TOP5 is isomorphic to the particular case
of MAP in which the spaces $B’=B$ and $\alpha=id_{B}$ . We call an object
$p$ : $Xarrow B$ an $\mathrm{M}$-fibrewise space and denote $(X,p, B)$ . Also, for two M-
fibrewise spaces $(X,p, B)$ , $(X’,pB’)’,$ , we call the morphism $(\phi, \alpha,)$ from $p$
into $p’$ an $\mathrm{M}$ -fibrewise map, and denote $(\phi, \alpha)$ : $(X,p, B)arrow(X’,p, B^{J})$ .
Furthermore, in this paper we often consider the case that an M-fibrewise
space $(X,p, B)$ has a section $s:Barrow X$ , we call it an $\mathrm{M}$ -fibretnise pointed
space and denote $(X,p, B, s)$ . For two $\mathrm{M}$-fibrewise pointed spaces $(,X,p, B, s)$ ,
$(X’,pBs)’,’,’$
,’ if an
$\mathrm{M}$-fibrewise map $(\phi, \alpha)$ : $(X,p, B)arrow(X’,p, B’)$ sat-
isfies $\phi s$ $=s\alpha$ , we call it an $\mathrm{M}$ -fibrewise pointed map and denote $(\phi, \alpha)$ :
$(X,p, B, s)$ $arrow(XpBs)’,’,’,’$ .
In this paper, we assume that all spaces are topological spaces, all maps
are continuous and $id$ is the identity map of $I$ $=[0,1]$ into itself. Moreover,
we use the following notation : For any $t$ $\in I,$ the maps $\sigma_{t}$ : $Xarrow I$ $\cross X$
and $\delta_{t}$ : $Barrow I$ $\cross B$ are defined by
$\sigma_{t}(x)=(l, x)$ , $\delta_{t}(b)=(t, b)$ $(x\in X, b\in B)$ .
For other undefined terminology, see [3], [4] and [6].
2. $\mathrm{M}$-FIBREWISE POINTED HOMOTOPY
In this section, first we shall define an $\mathrm{M}$-fibrewise pointed homotopy, M-
fibrewise pointed cofibration and $\mathrm{M}$-fibrewise pointed cofibred pair which
are introduced in [4]. Next, we shall introduce some concepts, for example,
$\mathrm{M}$-fibrewise pointed mapping cylinder, $\mathrm{M}$-fibrewise pointed collapse, M-
fibrewise pointed cone and $\mathrm{M}$-fibrewise pointed nulhomotopic. Last, we
shall give some propositions without proofs.
Definit\’ion 2.1. (1)([4; Definition 5.1]) Let $(\phi, \alpha)$ , $(\theta, \beta)$ : $(X,p, B, s)arrow$
$(X’,p’, B’, s’)$ be $\mathrm{M}$-fibrewise pointed maps. If there exists an M-fibrewise
pointed map $(H, h)$ : $(I \cross X,id\cross p, I \cross B, id\cross s)arrow(X’,pBs)’,’,’$ such
that $(H, h)$ is an $\mathrm{M}$-fibrewise homotopy of $(\phi, \alpha)$ into $(\theta, \beta)$ (that is; $H\sigma_{0}=$
$\phi$ , $H\sigma_{1}=\theta$ , $h\delta_{0}=\alpha$ , $h\delta_{1}=$ $\mathrm{f}1)$ , we call it an $\mathrm{M}$ -fibrewise pointed homotopy
of $(\phi,\alpha)$ into $(\theta, \beta)$ . If there exists an $\mathrm{M}$-fibrewise pointed homotopy of
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$(\phi, \alpha)$ into $(\theta, \beta)$ , we say $(\phi, \alpha)$ is $\mathrm{M}$ -fibrewise pointed homotopic to $($&, $\beta)$
and write $(\phi, \alpha)\simeq \mathrm{V})$ $(\theta,\beta)$ .
$(2)([4;\mathrm{D}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n} 5.2])$ An $\mathrm{M}$-fibrewise pointed map $(\phi, \alpha)$ : $(X,p, B, s)arrow$
$(X’,p, B’, s’)$ is called an $\mathrm{M}$ -fibrewise pointed homotopy equivalence if there
exists an $\mathrm{M}$-fibrewise pointed map $(\theta, \mathrm{f}1)$ : $(X’,p’, B’, s’)arrow(X,p, B, s)$ such
that $(\theta\phi,\beta\alpha)\simeq \mathrm{r}\mathrm{p})$ $(idx, id_{B})$ , $(\phi\theta, \alpha\beta)\simeq \mathrm{W})$ $(id_{X’}, id_{B’})$ . Then we denote
$(X,p, B, s)\cong \mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}_{)}$ $(X’,pB’, s’)’$, .
It is obvious that the relations $\simeq^{\mathrm{M}}(\mathrm{P})$ and $\cong^{\mathrm{M}}(\mathrm{P})$ are equivalence relations.
Definition 2.2. $([4;\mathrm{D}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n} 5.6])$ An $\mathrm{M}$-fibrewise pointed map $(u, ))$ :
( $X_{0},p_{0},$ $B_{0},$ so)\rightarrow (X, $p,$ $B,$ $s$ ) is an $\mathrm{M}$ -fibrewise pointed cofibration if $(u,\gamma)$
has the following $\mathrm{M}$-fibrewise homotopy extension property : Let $(\phi, \alpha)$ :
$(X,p, B, s)arrow(X’,p’, B^{J}, s’)$ be an $\mathrm{M}$-fibrewise pointed map and $(H, h)$ :
$(I \cross X_{0}, id\cross\gamma, I \cross B_{0}, id\cross s_{0})$ $arrow(X’,p’, X’, s’)$ an $\mathrm{M}$-fibrewise pointed
homotopy such that the following two diagrams
$u \downarrow X_{0}\frac{\sigma_{0}}{r}I$ $\cross X_{0}\downarrow H$ $\gamma\downarrow B_{0}arrow\delta_{0}$
$I$
$\cross B_{0}\downarrow h$
$Xarrow\phi$ $X’$ $Barrow\alpha$ $B’$
are commutative. Then there exists an $\mathrm{M}$-fibrewise pointed homotopy
$(K, k)$ : $(I \cross X, id\cross p,I \cross B, I \cross s)$ $arrow(X’,p’, B’, s’)$ such that $K\kappa_{0}=$
$\phi$ , $K(id\mathrm{x}u)$ $=H$, $k\rho_{0}=\alpha$ , $k(id\cross\gamma)=h,$ where $\kappa_{0}$ : $Xarrow I$ $\cross X$ and
$\rho_{0}$ : $Barrow I$ $\cross B$ are defined by $\kappa_{0}(x)$ $=(0, x)$ and $\rho_{0}(b)=(0, b)$ for
$x$ $\in X$ , $b\in B.$
Definition 2.3. (( $[4;\mathrm{D}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}$ $2.3$ and p.210])
(1) Let $(X,p, B)$ be an $\mathrm{M}$-fibrewise space. If $X_{0}\subset X$ , $B_{0}\subset B$ and
$p(X_{0})\subset B_{0}$ , we call $(X_{0},p|X_{0}, B_{0})$ an $\mathrm{M}$ -fiboewise subspace of $(X,p, B)$ .
We sometimes use the notation $(X_{0},p_{0}, B_{0})$ instead of $(X_{0},p|X_{0}, B_{0})$ . By
the same way, we define an $\mathrm{M}$-fibrewise pointed subspace.
(2) For an $\mathrm{M}$-fibrewise pointed subspace $(X_{0},p_{0}, B_{0}, s_{0})$ of $(X,p, B, s)$ , the
pair $((X,p, B, s), (X_{0},p_{0}, B_{0}, s_{0}))$ is called by an $\mathrm{M}$-fibrewise pointed pair.
If $X_{0}$ is closed in $X$ and $B_{0}$ is closed in $B$ , it is called a closecl M-fifibrewise
pointed pair. For an $\mathrm{M}$-fibrewise pointed pair $((X,p, B, s), (X_{0},p_{0}, B_{0}, s_{0}))$ ,
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if the inclusion map $(u, \gamma)$ : $(X_{0},p_{0}, B_{0}, \mathrm{s}_{0})$ $arrow(X,p, B, s)$ is an M-fibrewise
pointed cofibration, we call the pair $((X,p, B, s), (X_{0},p_{0}, B_{0}, s_{0}))$ an M-
fibrernise pointed cofifibred pair.
Proposition 2.4. $Lei$ $((X,p, B, s), (X_{0},p_{0}, B_{0}, s_{0}))$ and
$((X’,pB’, s’)’,, (X_{\acute{0}},p_{\acute{0}}, B_{\acute{0}}, s_{\acute{0}}))$ be two closed $\mathrm{M}$ -fibrewise pointed cofibred
pairs. Then
$((X\cross X’,p\cross p’, B\cross B^{J}, s\cross s)’$ , $(X_{0}\mathrm{x}X’\cup X\cross X_{\acute{0}},\overline{p}, B_{0}\cross B’\cup B\cross B_{\acute{0}},\overline{s})$
is also an $\mathrm{M}$-fibrernise pointed cofibred pair, where
$\overline{p}=p\cross p’|X_{0}$ $\cross X\cup X\cross X_{\acute{0}},\overline{s}=$
\prime\prime
$s\cross s|B_{0}\cross B’$ $\cup B\cross B_{\acute{0}}$ .
For cotriad, see [6]. We can also define the $\mathrm{M}$-fibrewise push-0ut of a
cotriad as same as the fibrewise push-0ut in [6] as follows:
Definition 2.5. (cf. $[4;\mathrm{p}.208\sim 9]$ ) For an $\mathrm{M}$-fibrewise pointed map $(u,\gamma)$ :
$(X_{0},p_{0}, B_{0}, s_{0})arrow(X_{1},p_{1}, B_{1}, s_{1})$ , we can construct the $\mathrm{M}$-fibrewise pointed
push-0ut $(M,p, B, s)$ of the cotraids
( $I$ $\cross X_{0}$ , id $\cross p_{0}$ , $I$ $\cross B_{0}$ , id $\cross s_{0}$) $\underline{(\sigma_{0},\delta_{0})}(X_{0},p_{0}, B_{0}, s_{0})$ $arrow(u,\gamma)(X_{1},p_{1}, B_{1}, s_{1})$
where $(\sigma_{0}, \delta_{0})$ is an $\mathrm{M}$-fibrewise embedding to 0-level, as follows : $M=$
($I$ $\cross X_{0}+$ Xi)/ $\sim$ ) and $B=$ ($I$ $\cross B_{0}+$ B{)/ $\approx$ , where $(0, a)\sim u(a)$ for
$a\in X_{0}$ and $(0, b)\approx\gamma(b)$ for $b\in B_{0}$ , and $p$ : $M$ $arrow B$ and $s$ : $Barrow M$ are
defined, respectively, by
$p(x)=\{\begin{array}{l}[\gamma p_{0}(a)]\mathrm{i}\mathrm{f}x=[u(a)],a\in X_{0}[t,p_{0}(a)]\mathrm{i}\mathrm{f}x=[t,a],t\neq 0[p_{1}(x)]\mathrm{i}\mathrm{f}x\in X_{\mathrm{l}}-u(X_{0})\end{array}$
$s(b)=\{\begin{array}{l}[s_{1}\alpha(d)]\mathrm{i}\mathrm{f}b=[\alpha(d)],d\in B_{0}[t,s_{0}(d)]\mathrm{i}\mathrm{f}x=[t,d],t\neq 0[s_{1}(b)]\mathrm{i}\mathrm{f}b\in B_{1}-\alpha(B_{0})\end{array}$
where $[^{*}]$ is an equivalence class. Then it is easily verified that $p$ and $s$ are
well-defined and continuous. We call the $\mathrm{M}$-fibrewise pointed push-0ut of
the cotriad the $\mathrm{M}$ -fibrewise pointed mapping cylinder of $(u, ))$ , and denote
by $M$(u, $\gamma$).
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Now we shall consider the case in which $(X_{0},p_{0}, B_{0}, s_{0})$ is an M-fibrewise
pointed subspace of $(X_{1},p_{1}, B_{1}, s_{1})$ and $(u,\gamma)$ : $(X_{0},p_{0}, B_{0}, s_{0})arrow$
$(X_{1},p_{1}, B_{1}, s_{1})$ is the inclusion. We can define an $\mathrm{M}$-fibrewise pointed map
$(e,\epsilon)$ :
$(M, p, B, s)arrow(0\cross X_{1}\cup I \cross X_{0}, id \cross p_{1},0\cross B_{1}\cup I \cross B_{0},id\cross \mathrm{s}_{1})$ by
$e(x)=\{\begin{array}{l}(0,a)\mathrm{i}\mathrm{f}x=[u(a)],a\in X_{0}(t,a)\mathrm{i}\mathrm{f}x=[t,a],l\neq 0(0,x)\mathrm{i}\mathrm{f}x\in X_{1}-u(X_{0})\end{array}$
$\epsilon(b)$ is defined by a similar way. Moreover if $X_{0}$ is closed in $X_{1}$ and $B_{0}$ is
closed in $B_{1}$ , the maps $e$ and $\epsilon$ are homeomorphisms and we may identify
$(M,p, B, s)$ with $(0\cross X_{1}\cup I \cross X_{0}, id\cross p_{1},0\cross B_{1}\cup I \cross B_{0},id\mathrm{x} s)$ .
For each $\mathrm{M}$-fibrewise pointed map $(u,\gamma)$ : $(X_{0},p_{0}, B_{0}, s_{0})arrow(X_{1},p_{1}, B_{1}, s_{1})$ ,
we can define an $\mathrm{M}$-fibrewise pointed map $(k,\xi)$ : $(M,p, B, s)arrow(I$ $\cross$
$Xi,id\cross p_{1}$ , $I$ $\cross B_{1}$ , $id\mathrm{x}s_{1})$ by
$k(x)=\{\begin{array}{l}(0,u(a))\mathrm{i}\mathrm{f}x=[u(a)],a\in X_{0}(t,u(a))\mathrm{i}\mathrm{f}x=[t,a],t\neq 0(0,x)\mathrm{i}\mathrm{f}x\in X_{1}-u(X_{0})\end{array}$
$\xi(b)=\{\begin{array}{l}(0,\gamma(d))\mathrm{i}\mathrm{f}b=[\gamma(d)],d\in B_{0}(t,\gamma(d))\mathrm{i}\mathrm{f}x=[t,d],t\neq 0(0,b)\mathrm{i}\mathrm{f}b\in B_{1}-\gamma(B_{0})\end{array}$
Then we can obtain the following proposition by the same method of the
proof in [4; Theorem 3.1].
Proposition 2.6. The $\mathrm{M}$ -fibretnise pointed map $(u, \mathrm{y})$ : $(X_{0},p_{0}, B_{0}, s_{0})arrow i$
$(X_{1},p_{1}, B_{1}, s_{1})$ is an $\mathrm{M}$ -fibretnise pointed cofibration if and only if there is
an $\mathrm{M}$-fiboewise pointed map $(L, l)$ : $(I \cross X_{1}, id\cross p_{1}, I \cross B_{1}, id\cross s_{1})$ $arrow$
$(M,p, B, s)$ such that $Lk=id_{M}$ , $l\xi$ $=idu,$ there $(M,p, B, s)$ is the same one
in Definition 2.5 and $(k,\xi)$ : $(M,p, B, s)arrow$ $(I \cross X_{1},id\cross p_{1}, I \cross B_{1},id\cross 91)$
is the same one in the above.
We now define $\mathrm{M}$-fibrewise pointed collapse, $\mathrm{M}$-fibrewise pointed cone
and $\mathrm{M}$-fibrewise pointed nulhomotopic.
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Definition 2.7. (1) Let $(X,p, B, s)$be an $\mathrm{M}$-fibrewise pointed space and
$(X_{0},p_{0}, B_{0}, s_{0})$ a closed $\mathrm{M}$-fibrewise pointed subspace. Let $\tilde{X}$ be a set
$\bigcup_{b\in B}X_{b}/X_{0b}$ , where $X_{b}=p-1(b)$ and $X_{0b}=p_{0}^{-1}(b)$ for $b\in B$ (or $b\in B_{0}$).
We introduce the set $\tilde{X}$ the quotient topology of $X$ and put $\tilde{B}=B.$ If we
define maps $\tilde{p}$ : $\tilde{X}arrow\tilde{B}$ and $\tilde{s}$ : $\tilde{B}arrow\tilde{X}$ indeced by $p$ and $s$ respectively,
then $(\tilde{X},\tilde{p},\tilde{B},\tilde{s})$ is an $\mathrm{M}$-fibrewise pointed space. We call ($X\sim,p\sim$ , $\tilde{B}$ , i) an
$\mathrm{M}$-fibrewise pointed collapse of $(X,p, B, s)$ with respect to $(X_{0},p_{0}, B_{0}, s_{0})$
and denoted by
$(X,p, B, s)/\mathrm{M}(X_{0}, p_{0}, B_{0}, s_{0})$ .
(For fibrewise collapse, see [6; section 5].)
(2) For an $\mathrm{M}$-fibrewise pointed space $(X,p, B, s)$ , we call the M-fibrewise
pointed collapse
$(I \cross X, id\cross p, I \cross B,id\cross s)/\mathrm{M}(1\cross X, id\cross p|1\cross X, 1\cross B, id\cross s|1\cross B)$
the $\mathrm{M}$-fibrewise pointed cone of $(X,p, B, s)$ and denote by $\Gamma(X,p, B, s)$ .
(We denote the total space of $\Gamma(X,p,$ $B$ , $s)$ by $CX.$ )
Definition 2.8. Let $(\phi, \alpha)$ : $(X,p, B, s)arrow(X,\prime\prime p, B’, s’)$ be an M-fibrewise
pointed map. Then we call $(\phi, \alpha)$ to be $\mathrm{M}$-fibrewise pointed nulhomotopic
if there is an $\mathrm{M}$-fibrewise pointed map $(c, \alpha_{c})$ : $(X,p, B, s)arrow(X,\prime\prime p, B’, s’)$
such that $c=s’\alpha_{c}p$ and $(\phi, \alpha)-\sim^{\mathrm{M}}(\mathrm{P})$ $(c, \alpha_{\mathrm{c}})$ .
We now prove the following proposition which is used in next section.
Proposition 2.9. Let $(\phi, \alpha)$ : $(X,p, B, s)arrow(X,\prime\prime p, B’, s’)$ be an M-
fibreise pointed map. Then $(\phi, \alpha)$ is $\mathrm{M}$ -fibrewise pointed nulhomotopic
if and only if $(\phi, \alpha)\circ(i, \epsilon)^{-1}$ can be extended to an $\mathrm{M}$ -fibrewise pointed map
of $\Gamma(X,p, B, s)$ to $(X’,p’, B’, s’)$ , where $(i, \epsilon)$ : $(X,p, B, s)arrow\Gamma(X,p, B, s)$
is the natural embedding to 0-level of $\Gamma(X,p, B, s)$ .
3. PUPPE EXACT SEQUENCE AND APPLICATION
In this section, the main purpose is that we give the theorems of Puppe
Exact Sequence (Theorem 3.12) and Hilton’s Formula (Theorem 3.21). For
this purpose we need some definitions and propositions, which we give in
this section without proofs.
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Definition 3.1. For an $\mathrm{M}$-fibrewise pointed map $(\phi, \alpha)$ : $(X,p, B, s)arrow$
$(X,\prime\prime p, B’, s’)$ , we call $(CX \bigcup_{\phi}X’,\tilde{p}, (I \cross B)\bigcup_{\alpha}B’,\tilde{s})$ the $\mathrm{M}$-fibrewise pointed
mapping cone of $(\phi, \alpha)$ , and denote $\Gamma(\phi, \alpha)$ , where $CX$ is the space in Def-
inition 2.7.
In this definition, the maps
$\tilde{p}:CX$ Jp $X’arrow(I \cross B)$ $\bigcup_{\alpha}B’,\tilde{s}$ : $(I \cross B)$ $\bigcup_{\alpha}B’arrow CX\bigcup_{\phi}X’$
are defined as the $\mathrm{M}$-fibrewise pointed maps induced by the following maps,
respectively:
$\overline{p}:CX+X’arrow(I \cross B)+B’,$ $\overline{s}$ : $(I \cross B)+B’$ $arrow CX$ $+X’$
$\overline{p}([t, x])$ $=(t,p(x))([t, x]\in CX)$
$\overline{p}(x’)$ $=p’(x’)$ $(x’\in X’)$
$\overline{S}(t, b)$ $=[t, s(b)]$ $((t, b)\in I$ $\mathrm{x}B)$
$\overline{S}(b’)$ $=s’(b’)$ $(b’\in B’)$ ,
where $CX \bigcup_{\phi}X$ ’, (I $\cross B$ ) $\bigcup_{\alpha}B’$ are adjunction spaces, respectively, determined
by
$\phi$ : $X=0\cross Xarrow X’$ , $\alpha$ : $B=0\cross Barrow B’$
For fibrewise adjunction space, see [8].
For an $\mathrm{M}$-fibrewise pointed map $(\phi,\alpha)$ : $(X,p, B, s)arrow(X,\prime\prime p, B’, s’)$ and
the $\mathrm{M}$-fibrewise mapping cone $\Gamma(\phi, \alpha)$ , it is easy to see that there is the
natural embedding
$(\phi’, \alpha’)$ : $(X’,pB”,, \mathrm{s}’)$ $arrow\Gamma(\phi, \alpha)$ .
For two $\mathrm{M}$-fibrewise pointed spaces $(X,p, B, s)$ and $(X’,p’, B’, \mathrm{s}’)$ , we con-
sider the set of all $\mathrm{M}$-fibrewise pointed homotopy classes of M-fibrewise
pointed maps from $(X,p, B, s)$ to $(X”,p, B’, s’)$ , and denote it by





$arrow(X’,p’, B’, s’)$ and any $\mathrm{M}$-fibrewise pointed space
$(X,p, B, s)\prime\prime$ , we can define an induced map
$(\phi,\alpha)$
’ : $\pi((X’,p’, B’, s’), (X’,p’, B’, s’))arrow\pi((X,p, B, s), (Xn,pB’\prime\prime,, s’))$
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of $(\phi, \alpha)$ by $(\phi, \alpha)^{*}([\phi’, \alpha’])=[\phi’\phi, \alpha’\alpha]$ . It is easy to see that this map is
well-defined. Now we shall define exactness of a sequence of M-fibrewise
pointed maps.
Definition 3.2. A sequence of $\mathrm{M}$-fibrewise pointed maps
$(X_{1},p_{1}, B_{1}, s_{1}) arrow(X_{2},p_{2}, B_{2}, s_{2})(\phi_{1},\alpha_{1})\frac{(\phi_{2},\alpha_{2})}{r}(X_{3},p_{3}, B_{3}, s_{3})\frac{(\phi_{3},\alpha_{3})_{\mathrm{c}}}{r}\circ$
$\cdot 0$
is exact if for any $\mathrm{M}$-fibrewise pointed space $(X,\prime\prime p, B’, s’)$ the induced se-
quence from one in the above
$\pi((X_{1},p_{1}, B_{1}, s_{1}), (X’,pB’’,, s’))\underline{(\phi_{1},\alpha_{1})^{*}}\pi((X_{2},p_{2}, B_{2}, s_{2}), (X,\prime\prime p, B’, s’))$
$(\phi_{2},\alpha_{2})^{*}$22 $\pi((X_{3},p_{3}, B_{3}, s_{3}), (X’,p’, B’, s’))$
$\underline{(\phi_{3},\alpha_{3})^{*}}$
is exact.
Proposition 3.3. For $\mathrm{M}$-fibrewise pointed map $(\phi, \alpha)$ : $(X,p, B, s)$ $arrow$
$(X’,pB”,, s’)$ and $\mathrm{M}$ -fibrewise pointed space $(X”,p, B’, \mathrm{s}")$ , the sequence
$\pi((X,p, B, s), (X\prime\prime,pB’\prime\prime,, s’))$
$\underline{(\phi,\alpha\rangle^{*}}$
$\pi((X’,p’, B’, s’), (X\prime\prime,pB’\prime\prime,, s’))$
$(\phi’,\alpha’)^{*}$
– $\pi(\Gamma(\phi, \alpha),$ $(X’,p’, B’, s’))$
is exact.
Definition 3.4. An $\mathrm{M}$-fibrewise pointed space $(X,p, B, \mathrm{s})$ is M-fifibrewise
pointed contractible if there is an $\mathrm{M}$-fibrewise pointed space $(B’,p’, B’,p^{\prime-1})$
(where $p’$ is a homeomorphism) such that
$(X,p, B, s)\cong\#)$ $(B’,p, B’,p^{\prime-1})$ .
Proposition 3.5. An $\mathrm{M}$ -fibrewise pointed space $(X,p, B, s)$ is $M$-fibre wise
pointed contractible if and only if $(id_{X}, id_{B})$ is $\mathrm{M}$-fibrewise pointed nulhO-
motopic.
Proposition 3.6. For an $\mathrm{M}$ -fibrernise pointed space (X,p, B,$s)_{f}$ the M-
fibrewise pointed cone $\Gamma(X,p,$B, s) is $\mathrm{M}$ -fibrewise pointed contractible.
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Rom now on, to prove Puppe exact sequence in MAP, we shall give some
propositions.
Proposition 3.7. Let $((X,p, B, s), (X_{0},p_{0}, B_{0}, s_{0}))$ be a closed M-fifibrewise
pointed cofibred pair. Assume that $(X_{0},p_{0}, B_{0}, s_{0})$ is $\mathrm{M}$ -fibrernise pointed
contractible. Then the natural projection
$(\pi, id_{B})$ : $(X,p, B, s)arrow(X,p, B, s)/\mathrm{M}(0,p_{0}, B_{0}, s_{0})$
is an $\mathrm{M}$-fibrewise pointed homotopy equivalence.
Proposition 3.8. Let $(\phi, \alpha)$ : $(X,p, B, s)arrow(X,\prime\prime p, B’, s’)$ be an M-
fibrernise pointed cofibration. Then the natural projection
$(\pi,i\mathrm{C}\#)$ : $\Gamma(\phi, \alpha)arrow\Gamma(\phi, \alpha)/_{\mathrm{M}}\Gamma$ ($X,p$ , $B$ , s) $\cong \mathrm{M})$ $(X’,p’, B’, s’)/\mathrm{M}(X,p, B, s)$
is an $\mathrm{M}$ -fibrernise pointed homotopy equivalence.
Proposition 3.9. For an $\mathrm{M}$ -fibrewise pointed map $(\phi, \alpha)$ : $(X,p, B, s)arrow$
$(X,\prime\prime p, B’, s’)$ , the inclusion $(\phi’, \alpha’)$ : $(X”,p, B’, s’)arrow\Gamma(\phi,\alpha)$ is an M-
fibrettyise pointed cofibration.
Definition 3.10. For an $\mathrm{M}$-fibrewise pointed space $(X,p, B, s)$ , let $\overline{X}=$
$\{0,1\}\cross X,$ $p-=id\cross p|\{0,1\}\cross X$ , $\overline{B}=\{0,1\}\cross B$ and $\overline{s}=id\cross$ $s|\{0,1\}\cross 8.$
Then the $\mathrm{M}$-fibrewise pointed collapse
$(I \cross X, id\cross p, I \cross B, id\cross \mathrm{s})$ /$\mathrm{M}(X,\overline{p}, \overline{B},\overline{s})$
is called to be $\mathrm{M}$ -fibretnise pointed suspension, and denoted by $\mathrm{E}(X,p, B, s)$ .
(We denote the total space of $\Sigma(X,p, B, s)$ by $iIX$ , and the projection of
$\Sigma(X,p, B, s)$ by $\Sigma p$ .)
Proposition 3.11. Let $(\phi, \alpha)$ : $(X,p, B, s)arrow(X’,p’, B’, s’)$ be an M-
fifibrewise pointed map, where $\alpha$ is a bijection. Then for the inclusion $(\phi’,\alpha’)$ :
$(X’,pB”,, s’)arrow|$ $\Gamma(\phi, \alpha)\Gamma(\phi’, \alpha’)$ is $\mathrm{M}$-fibrewise pointed equivalent to the
$\mathrm{M}$ -fibrewise pointed suspension $\Sigma(X,p, B, s)$ .
In the process in the above, $((\phi’)’., (\alpha’)’)$ is transformed into an M-fibrewise
pointed map
$(\phi’, \alpha’)$ : $\Gamma(\phi, \alpha)arrow$ $\mathrm{E}(X, p, B, s)$ .
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Repeating this process we find that $\Gamma((\phi’)’, (\alpha’)’)$ is $\mathrm{M}$-fibrewise pointed
equivalent to $\mathrm{M}$-fibrewise pointed suspension $\Sigma(X’,pB’’,, s’)$ , and in the
process $(((\phi’)’)’, ((\alpha’)’)’)$ is transformed into the $\mathrm{M}$-fibrewise pointed sus-
pension
$(\Sigma\phi, id\cross\alpha)$ : $\Sigma(X,p, B, s)$ $arrow$ $C(X’,p’, B’, s’)$ ,
where $\mathrm{i}\mathrm{L}\phi$ is the map from $EX$ to $EX’$ . Thus we obtain the main theorem
of Puppe exact sequence in MAP.
Theorem 3.12. For an $\mathrm{M}$-fibretnise pointed map $(\phi, \alpha)$ : $(X,p, B, s)arrow$
$(X’,p’, B’, \mathrm{s}’)$ where $\alpha$ is a bijection, the following sequence is exact.






I (X,\prime\prime p, B,$s’)$
From now on, to prove Hilton’s formula in MAP, we shall give some
definitions and propositions.
Definition 3.13. For two $\mathrm{M}$-fibrewise pointed spaces $(X,p, B, s)$ and
$(X’,pB”,, \mathrm{s}’)$ , let
$X \vee^{\mathrm{M}}X’=\bigcup_{(b,b’)\in B\mathrm{x}B’}(X_{b}\cross s’(b’)\cup s(b)\cross X_{b}’,)$ ,
$p\vee^{\mathrm{M}}p’=p\cross p’|X\vee^{\mathrm{M}}X’$
The $\mathrm{M}$-fibrewise pointed space $(X\vee^{\mathrm{M}}X’,p\vee^{\mathrm{M}}p’, B\cross B’, s\cross s’)$ is called the
$\mathrm{M}$ -fibrewise pointed coproduct of $(X,p, B, s)$ and $(X”,p, B’, s’)$ , and denoted
by $(X,p, B, s)\vee^{\mathrm{M}}(X’,pB’’,, s’)$ . The $\mathrm{M}$-fibrewise pointed collapse
$(X,p, B, s)\cross(X’,pB’’,, s’)/\mathrm{M}(X,p, B, s)$ $\vee^{\mathrm{M}}(X’,p’, B’, s’)$
is called the $\mathrm{M}$ -fibrewise smash product of $(X,p, B, s)$ and $(X’,p’, B’, s’)$ ,
and denoted by $(X,p, B, \mathrm{s})$ $\wedge^{\mathrm{M}}(X’,p’, B’, s’)$ . Note that $(X,p, B, s)\cross$
$(X’,pB”,, s’)=(X\cross X’,p\cross p’, B\cross B’, s\cross s’)$ .
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In this paper, we set up the following hypothesis.
HYPOTHESIS: By Definitions 3.10 and 3.13, the base space of
$\Sigma\{(X,p, B, \mathrm{s})\vee^{\mathrm{M}}(X’,p’, B’, \mathrm{s}’)\}$ and $\Sigma\{(X,p, B, s)\wedge^{\mathrm{M}}(X’’,p, B’, s’)\}$ is
$I$ $\cross(B\cross B’)$ , but the base space of $\Sigma(X,p, B, \mathrm{s})$ $^{\mathrm{M}}\Sigma(X,\prime\prime p, B’, s’)$ and
$\mathrm{L}(X,p, B, s)\wedge^{\mathrm{M}}$ I$(X”,p, B’, s’)$ is $(I \cross B)\cross$ $(I\cross B’)$ . So, since
$\Sigma\{(X,p, B, \mathrm{s})\vee^{\mathrm{M}}(X’,p’, B’, \mathrm{s}’)\}$ and $\Sigma(X,p, B, \mathrm{s})$ $\vee^{\mathrm{M}}\mathrm{C}(X’’,p, B’, s’)$ ,
or $\Sigma\{(X,p, B, s)\wedge^{\mathrm{M}}(X’,p’, B’, s’)\}$ and $\Sigma(X,p, B, s)\wedge^{\mathrm{M}}\Sigma(X,\prime\prime p, B’, \mathrm{s}’)$ have
different base spaces, those $\mathrm{M}$-fibrewise pointed spaces are different, respec-
tively. We want to identify those spaces as $\mathrm{M}$-fibrewise pointed space, we
set up the following hypothesis: In $C(X,p, B, s)\vee^{\mathrm{M}}C(X’,p’, B’, s’)$ and
$\Sigma(X,p, B, s)\wedge$” $\Sigma(X’,p’, B’, s’)$ , we always restrict the base space $(I \cross B)\cross$
$(I \cross B’)$ to $\cup\{(t\cross B)\cross(t\cross B’)|t\in I\}$ . By this hypothesis, the following
equalities always hold.
(3.1)
$\Sigma\{(X,p, B, s)\vee^{\mathrm{M}}(X’,p’, B’, s’)\}=$ $\mathrm{i}\mathrm{C}(X,p, B, \mathrm{S}^{\mathrm{r}})$ $\vee^{\mathrm{M}}\mathrm{C}(X’,p’, B’, s’)$ ,
(3.2)
$\Sigma$ { ($X,p$, $B$ , s) $\wedge \mathrm{M}$ $(X’,p’,$ $B’$ , $\mathrm{s}’)$ } $=$ $\mathrm{X}(X, p, B, s)$ $\wedge^{\mathrm{M}\prime\prime\prime\prime}\mathrm{C}(X,p, B, s)$ .
In the rest of this paper, consider automatically these identifications if
necessary.
Definition 3.14. For two sequences of $\mathrm{M}$-fibrewise pointed maps
2 : $(X_{1},p_{1}, B_{1}, \mathrm{s}’)\}$ $arrow(X_{2},p_{2}, B_{2}, s_{2})$ $arrow$ $|$ $arrow(X_{n},p_{n}, B_{n}, s_{n})arrow$
2’ : $(X_{1}’,p_{1}’, B_{1}’, s_{1}’)arrow(X_{2},\prime\prime p_{2}, B_{2}’, s_{2}’)arrow\urcorner.$ $arrow(X_{n}\prime\prime,p_{n}, B_{n}’, s_{n}’)arrow$ c $\cdot 0$
if there are $\mathrm{M}$-fibrewise pointed homotopy equivalences
$(\phi_{n}, \alpha_{n})$ : $(X_{n},p_{n}, B_{n}, s_{n})$ ’ $(X_{n}’,p_{n}, B_{n}’’, s_{n}’)$
such that all diagrams induced by these maps are commutative, $F$ and $t’$
have the same $\mathrm{M}$ -fibrewise pointed homotopy type.
The following proposition is obvious from the construction of Puppe exact
sequence.
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Proposition 3.15. Let $\alpha$ : $Barrow B’$ be a bijection. The M-fibrewise
pointed homotopy type of Puppe exact sequence (in the sense ofM-fibrewise
pointed ) induced from an $\mathrm{M}$ -fibrewise pointed map $(\phi, \alpha)$ : $(X,p, B, s)arrow$
$(X,\prime\prime p, B’, s’)$ is only depend on the $\mathrm{M}$ -fibrernise pointed homotopy class of
$(\phi, \alpha)$ .
In particular, if $(\phi, \mathrm{c}\mathrm{t})$ is $\mathrm{M}$-fibrewise pointed nulhomotopic, the M-
fifiboewise pointed homotopy type of the sequence induced from $(\phi, \alpha)$ has
the same $\mathrm{M}$ -fibrernise pointed homotopy type of the sequence induced from
an $\mathrm{M}$ -fibrewise constant map $(c, \alpha_{c})$
$(X,p, B, s)$ $arrow(X’(c,\alpha_{\mathrm{c}}),p’,$ $B’,$ $s’)$
$arrow(X,\prime\prime p, B’, s’)\vee^{\mathrm{M}}\Sigma(X,p, B, s)$
$arrow\Sigma(X,p, B, s)$
$arrow 0$ $\epsilon$
As an application of this proposition, we prove the generalized formula for
the $\mathrm{M}$-fibrewise pointed suspension of $\mathrm{M}$-fibrewise pointed product spaces,
Let
$(u,id)$ : $(X,p, B, s)\vee^{\mathrm{M}}(X’,p’, B’, s’)arrow(X,p, B, s)\cross(X’,pB’’,, s’)$
be an $\mathrm{M}$-fibrewise pointed embedding. We denote the $\mathrm{M}$-fibrewise pointed
mapping cone $\Gamma(u, id)$ of $(u, id)$ by $(X,p, B, s)\overline{\wedge}^{\mathrm{M}}(X’,p’, B’, s’)$ . The Puppe
sequence (in the sense of $\mathrm{M}$-fibrewise pointed ) of $(u,id)$ is as follows:
$(X,p, B, s)$ $\vee^{\mathrm{M}}(X’,pB’’,, s’)arrow(u,id)(X,p, B, \mathrm{s})$ $\cross(X’,pB’’,, s’)$
$arrow$ ($X(v,\alpha_{v})$ , $p,$ $B,$ $s)\overline{\wedge}^{\mathrm{M}}(X’,p, B’, s’)$
$arrow\Sigma(w,id)(X,p, B, s)\vee^{\mathrm{M}}\Sigma(X’’,p, B’, s’)$
$arrow$
Then we obtain the following.
Proposition 3.16. (w, id) in the above is $\mathrm{M}$ -fibretoise pointed nulhomO-
topic.
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Prom Propositions 3.15 and 3.16, we find that the $\mathrm{M}$-fibrewise pointed
mapping cone $\Gamma(w, id)$ of $(w, id)$ has the same $\mathrm{M}$-fibrewise pointed hom0-
topy type of
$\Sigma(X,p, B, s)\vee^{\mathrm{M}}E(XpB’, s’)\vee^{\mathrm{M}}\Sigma\{(X,p, B, s)\overline{\wedge}^{\mathrm{M}}(X’’’,’,,p, B’, s’)\}$.
Since the $\mathrm{M}$-fibrewise pointed mapping cone $\Gamma(w,\mathrm{i}\mathrm{d})$ has the same M-
fibrewise pointed homotopy type of $\Sigma\{(X,p, B, s)\cross(X’,p’, B’, s’)\}$ , we have
the following.
Proposition 3.17.
$\Sigma\{(X,p, B, s)\cross(X’,p’, B’, s’)\}\cong \mathrm{M})$
$\Sigma(X,p, B, \mathrm{s})$ $\vee^{\mathrm{M}}\Sigma(X’,p’, B’, s’)\vee^{\mathrm{M}}\Sigma\{(X,p, B, s)\overline{\wedge}^{\mathrm{M}}(X’,pB’’,, s’)\}$ .
Definition 3.18. An $\mathrm{M}$-fibrewise pointed space $(X,p, B, s)$ is called M-
fibrewise well-pointed if $(s, id_{B})$ : $(B, id)B,id_{B})arrow(X,p, B, s)$ is an M-
fibrewise pointed cofibration and $s(B)$ is closed in $X$ .
Proposition 3.19. Assume that two $\mathrm{M}$ -fibrewise pointed spaces $(X,p, B, s)$
and $(X’,p’, B’, s’)$ are $\mathrm{M}$ -fibrewise well-pointed. Then the natural projection
$(X,p, B, s)\overline{\wedge}^{\mathrm{M}}(X’,p’, B’, s’)$
$arrow(X,p, B, \mathrm{s})$
$\overline{\Lambda}\mathrm{M}$ $(X’,p’, B’, s’)/\mathrm{M}\Gamma\{(X,p, B, s)\vee^{\mathrm{M}}(X’,p’, B’, \mathrm{s}’)\}$
$=(X,p, B, s)\cross(X’,p’, B’, s’)/\mathrm{M}(X,p, B, s)\vee^{\mathrm{M}}(X’,p’, B’, s’)$
$=(X,p, B, s)$ $\wedge^{\mathrm{M}}(X’,p’, B’, s’)$
is an $\mathrm{M}$ -fibrewise pointed homotopy equivalence.
We have the following from Propositions 3.17 and 3.19.
o
Corollary 3.20. Assume that two $\mathrm{M}$ -fibrewise pointed spaces $(X,p, B, s)$
and $(X’,pB”,, s’)$ are $\mathrm{M}$ -fibrewise well-pointed. Then the next formula
holds.
$\Sigma\{(X,p, B, s)\cross(X’,p’, B’, s’)\}\cong \mathrm{g})$
$\Sigma(X,p, B, s)$ $\vee^{\mathrm{M}}\mathrm{E}(X’,p’, B’, s’)\vee^{\mathrm{M}}\Sigma\{(X,p, B, s) \wedge \mathrm{M} (X’,p, B’, s’)\}$ .
By repeatedly using this formula and (3.1),(3.2), we can obtain the fol-
lowing formula.
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Theorem 3.21. Assume that $\mathrm{M}$-fibrervise pointed spaces $(X_{i},p_{i}, B_{i}, s_{i})$ (i $=$
1, r \urcorner .n) are $\mathrm{M}$ -fibrewise well-pointed. Then the next formula holds.
$\sum\{\prod_{i=1}^{n}(X_{i},p_{\mathrm{i}}, B_{i}, s_{i})($ $\cong\#)$
$\vee^{\mathrm{M}}\sum(\wedge^{\mathrm{M}}(X_{i},p_{i}, B_{i}, s_{i})Ni\in N$
where $N$ runs through all nonempty subsets of $\{1, \uparrow 7\Gamma, n\}$ .
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